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Efficient solutions for milling airplane flaps at GKN Aerospace

Since March 2015, the new fooke 5axis milling 
machine equipped with a customized Keller 
dust extraction system is operating successfully 
at the Munich plant of GKN Aerospace. The 
stateoftheart, efficient machine is 14 m long 
and is utilized in the manufacture of composite 
airplane flaps (CfC).

Fliers on commercial airlines automatically encoun-
ter a product by GKN Aerospace – Munich. The Brit-
ish enterprise, operating in 9 countries with 12.000 
employees, supplies the aircraft industry with metal 
components, as well as composite materials.

fooke's proposal meets all of GKN requirements
„We specialize in CFC processing and manufacture 
our own components from scratch”, informs Hans-
Jochen Platte, Division Manager of Machining at 
GKN Aerospace - Munich. The high quality of all 
components produced is the primary focus of the 
company. After deciding to acquire a new milling 
machine, the manufacturer had specific ideas  
regarding the accuracy and speed of the system, 

among other requirements. The final decision  
favored the ENDURA® 611LINEAR milling machine 
manufactured by Fooke in Borken, Germany, featur-
ing portal design with 5 axes. The milling machine 
specialist offered a completel package including the 
enclosure, as well as a highly-efficient dust extrac-
tion system from Keller Lufttechnik. „In view of all 
of our standards, the final concept met our specifi-
cations”, reports Hans-Jochen Platte. 
 
important: A failproof system
The milling machine with its corresponding extrac-
tion plays a central role in the manufacturing of air-
plane flaps, states the specialist. „We depend on 
pinpoint accuracy and on the fact that both the ma-
chine and the extraction process operate continu-
ously and trouble-free. We function in three shifts 
and can hardly afford any system downtime.” Safe-
guarding against failure, therefore, played a major 
role in the purchase decision.

fast and precise: fooke 5axis portal milling 
machine 
Andreas Feldevert, Head of Sales-Europe with Fooke, 
explains: „Our milling machines are driven by linear 
motors. They are extremely dynamic, very precise 
and reliable. The high speed with which all axes 
function translates into a productivity gain for our 
customers. It complies with the critically important 
accuracy required in the aircraft industry.” >

The complete package, consisting of the Fooke milling machine 
with enclosure (in the background) and the Keller Lufttechnik dust 

extraction system (in the foreground), accurately met the operator's 
requirements, taking into consideration all existing standards.

Dust collection in the 14 meter long portal milling machine is a challenge
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Keller Lufttechnik expands its Aftermarket Sales and Service 
Group

Aftermarket Sales and Service at Keller 
Lufttechnik  a corporate segment that has 
demonstrated steady growth over recent 
years, and is showing  great potential.  
As an increasing number of industries  
begin to rely on Keller expertise in the 
maintenance and repair of their dust col
lection systems, Keller Management has 
expanded and reorganised this group.

Reliable dust extraction plays an increasingly 
vital role in numerous industries. Poorly oper-
ating separators will affect the quality of the 
end products or components, and  could  neg-
atively impact legally established emission 
values inside the workplace. If the dust col-
lection ceases entirely, the corresponding 
machinery and processing systems could also 
shut down. „It is extremely important for our 
customers to not only purchase high-quality 
dust extraction systems, they must also  
attach great importance to regular and pro-
fessional maintenance. Our customers com-
plete service agreements with us to extend 
their system's efficiency beyond their already 
decade-long service life", explains Matthias 
Herrmann, Product Manager of Aftermarket 

Sales and Service at Keller Lufttechnik.

Service: Greater focus on customer 
requirements
The Keller Aftermarket Sales and Service 
easily managed with two service technicians 
20 years ago, but it has grown to 14 techni-
cians in recent years. Keller has reorganised 
this expanding business segment: „Our After-
market Sales and Service now places a stron-
ger focus on customer needs with its own 
product management and specialised servic-
es", informs Herrmann. „We act as the pri-
mary contact and consultant to the mainte-
nance personnel in the manufacturing  
sector." By expanding Aftermarket Sales and 
Service, an additional industry trend was also 
taken into consideration: „Our Service Agree-
ments often include the maintenance of sys-
tems from other manufacturers. We plan  
further expansion into this market segment."

Expanding the Service with  Endoscopic 
Diagnosis
One task for Matthias Herrmann, Product 
Manager, is to further improve the existing 
service in line with customer interests, and  

to create new offerings. A recent example: 
each Service Technician has been equipped 
with an endoscope. Widely used in the medi-
cal field, this fiberoptic device provides a 
view  of poorly accessible system compo-
nents. A small light source with a camera  
attached to a probe is inserted into an open-
ing. The image can be viewed directly on a 
small monitor, and the internal condition  
immediately evaluated and graphically docu-
mented for the customer. >

An endoscope provides an illuminated view of poorly accessible internal  system components
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Reliable extraction is essential 
Fooke and Keller Lufttechnik, based in Kirchheim 
unter Teck near Stuttgart, share a very similar com-
pany philosophy – both are family-owned enterpris-
es with very high standards of productivity. Special-
ists from both companies designed a dust extraction 
technology that was custom-tailored for GKN Aero-
space - Munich requirements. „The dust collection 
was a challenge”, informs Peter Wörner, of Project 
Engineering Sales at Keller Lufttechnik. „The ma-
chine is very long, measuring 14 meters. We had to 

ensure continuous extraction along its entire length. 
During production, the milling spindle is additionally 
cooled with diagonally supplied compressed air. 
This swirls the dust upward, making it difficult to 
collect.” A flow simulation helped to display this  
effect and to achieve a precisely applicable solu-
tion: „The entire booth is supplied with an air flow 
from the top-down. Collection devices that collect 
and discharge chips, besides the dust, are situated 
on the bottom.”  

Back pressure flaps, essential for explosion protec-
tion inside the ductwork, can also be installed on 
the bottom. „In view of space requirements, this of-
fers a smart solution,” according to Peter Wörner.

Clean air recirculation:  
Significant savings in annual heating costs
The extracted air passes through two filtration  
levels and is particulate-free in order to be recircu-
lated back into the production area. Mr. Platte advi-
ses that „A lot of energy is required to heat 32.000 
cubic meters of air per hour. It’s therefore cost- 
effective to recirculate already heated process  
exhaust air as a clean air supply back into the work-
place.” According to Keller’s calculations, GKN Ae-
rospace – Munich annually saves a significant 
amount in heating costs.
 
„Problemfree operation“
The system has been in operation since March of 
2015 to GNK total satisfaction: „Everything is  
opera ting smoothly”, says Platte. It was a pleasure 
to finalize the system: „Fooke and Keller Lufttechnik 
provided highly qualified experts who designed pre-
cise solutions and accomplished them promptly and 
accurately.” <
 

Contact: Peter Wörner
Phone: +49 7021 574274 
peter.woerner@kellerlufttechnik.de

A flow simulation helped determine a perfect solution
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„ We rely on a continuous and troublefree 
operation of both machine and extraction.“

Hans-Jochen Platte, Division Manager of Machining at GKN Aerospace Munich chen
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Remondis: Ductwork cleaning during operation
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Remondis in Erftstadt has relied on Keller 
Service for more than ten years
One of approximately 800 companies with a 
Keller Service agreement is Germany's larg-
est wastewater and recycling management 
company, Remondis. Their trucks unload huge 
loads of both domestic and bulky waste at 
their Erftstadt location - one of 200 in Ger-
many - where a waste treatment plant sepa-
rates the various waste materials. Martin 
Joller, shift supervisor at Remondis, explains: 
„First, combustible material is separated into 
highly or moderately heat producing matter. 
We deliver this material to energy providers, 
among others, who use it to generate energy. 
We further separate all PVC material which is 
transfered to the waste incineration plant, 
followed by iron and nonferrous metal such 
as aluminum, which can be recycled." The 
waste is processed by a complex transfer 
system of multiple conveyor belts, creating a 
large amount of airborne particulate, that is 
captured and separated by a bag filter.

Service agreement for over ten years
When the company installed Keller dedusting 
systems around ten years ago, they also com-
pleted a Keller Service Agreement. Martin 
Joller and his colleague Guido Brüggen, shift 
supervisor at Remondis, both ascribe value to 
continuous maintenance and periodic inspec-
tions during daily operation. This is Keller's 
assigned task. „The trouble-free operation of 
the dedusting system is of tremendous im-
portance for Remondis," according to Joller. 

„Both our premises and the surrounding air 
would become contaminated within a brief 
period time." Joller is also well prepared in 
the event of a company audit: „I am aware of 
all test reports and can substantiate that the 
technology is in perfect working order."

Latest status update: Narrowing inside 
the ductwork
Recently, Ralf Skorzenski, Keller Service En-
gineer, was on site. While using his fiberoptic 
scope, he detected narrowings inside the 
ductworks. Joller is impressed with this new 
technique: „We were able to detect the nar-
row points and target them for cleaning." 
Joller is already familiar with the innovative 
cleaning processes utilized by Keller Luft-
technik and Suderman, employing special 
brushes inside the ductwork: „This procedure 
works perfectly and is a real relief. Previous-
ly, we used labor intensive scraping of depos-
its inside the ductwork walls, accessed via 
the inspection openings."  

inspection and cleaning during production
Martin Joller and Guido Brüggen are pleased 
that inspections and ductwork cleaning can 
be performed during operation: „We operate 
5 days a week in three shifts. Any system 
downtime would cost us valuable labor time." <

Trucks unload huge masses of domestic and bulky 
waste at the Remondis site in Erftstadt. A waste 
treatment plant separates the various waste  
materials. 

Ralf Skorzenski, Keller Service Engineer, discusses 
his inspection results with Guido Brüggen, shift 
supervisor at Remondis.
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Sample Application:  
Ductwork inspection
„Endoscopic technology provides a valuable tool for 
ductwork inspection," states Jochen Binsch, Keller 
Service Coordinator. Ductwork can become clogged 
over  time - especially with adhesive and humid sub-
stances - reducing the system's efficiency. While 
the system is in operation, an endoscope can detect 
certain areas inside the ductwork that are danger-
ously clogged and require cleaning. The Keller  
Service Team, in conjunction with Sudermann,  
a specialist company in Meinerzhagen, devised an 
innovative solution: cleaning the ductwork with  
special rotating brushes, which is easily performed 
while the system is in operation. Previously, entire 
ductwork assemblies installed beneath plant ceil-
ings had to be dismantled, cleaned and reattached 
- complex work which paralyzed entire production 
areas for lengthy periods of time.

faster, better, more accurate
Other examples can be offered demonstrating Keller 
technician's resourceful efforts in the improvement 
of customer service. Service Technicians can deter-
mine which filters might be defective in the separa-
tor by using dust tracking measurements. The mea-
surement and inspection results, as well as the 
complete maintenance reports, are now available 
digitally. The Service Technicians enter their data 
into a computer while on site.  In addition, Head-
quarters is promptly informed via the Internet and 
can immediately react, such as supplying required 
spare parts and setting follow-up appointments. <

Contact: Torsten Messerschmidt
Phone: +49 7021 574225 
torsten.messerschmidt@kellerlufttechnik.de

A special rotary brush is introduced into 
the ductwork and removes any sediments 
from the ductwork walls. The system can 
continue to operate during this cleaning 
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